THE SUPER HAPPY ANARCHO FUN PAGES!

#1
FALL '68

FREE

FEATUREING:
- A CRITIQUE OF FREE TRADE
- THINLY VEILED THREATS ON THE PRESIDENT'S LIFE
- A GUY NAMED CARL
- BOMBS
- A RAY GUN

NOW WITH SPACE ALIENS!
So, currently we're having a hard time maximizing profit...
What with local laws in other countries that protect workers' rights and the environment and all that.
So I figure, we'll pass laws requiring other countries to lose those pesky trade barriers.
Tariffs and whatnot.

And we'll call it "Free Trade" cause everyone likes freedom.
But we're a corporation, not a government, we can't pass laws.
You must be new here.

What about respecting other countries autonomy and the rights of the indigenous people who live in the lands that will be destroyed?
You're fixed. Why do you hate freedom?
If there are no more questions, I will now don my party hat and laugh maniacally.

Bwa ha ha ha ha...
My son is on life support, so I need to borrow $10,000.

No problem. Humanitarian causes are why our company exists. Just sign here.

2 months and no recovery...

You owe me $50,000, what with interest and all.

I work 2 jobs, but my money has to go to my son's bills.

What? You've been holding out on me? Pull the plug, that's my money.

My son is dead, and I could work my whole life and never get out of debt.

This isn't funny, it's just sad.
One beautiful day, a CEO was sitting in a park pondering how to best exploit nature for profit...

Actually, I'm standing.

Now why would I do that?

Use the money I give you later to pay me for this raygun that I'll give you now.

I have a raygun!

When suddenly...

Egads! A spaceship!

I will give you pieces of paper that you can trade for goods & services that support our economy, not yours.

Wow! A raygun!

I have a raygun!

Hello, foreigner. I'm an alien, you have no reason to trust me. I want you to give me all of Earth's trees so we can have wood paneling in our fleet of spaceships.

Okay. But what about the people I can't buy off? Like hippies & anarchists and other people who would rather have nature than money?
I wonder who I can exploit today...

You there in that house! I own that house, so I'll let you live in it if you pay me rent.

My family has lived here for generations.

Yes, but I bought this land yesterday.

You see, I need this land to cut down the forests so space-aliens can have wood paneling for their spaceships.

You're insane.
Go away.

I have a raygun.

I'll have your rent on the first.

Well, my income was dependant on the forest and now I can't afford food, let alone this house.
On his way to his hummer-limo...
I have a raygun, so I'm invincible.

"Support trickle-down economics, give me some change."

Oh-ho-ho. That's very clever. Here's a bright new penny. Maybe I'll hire you to cut down all the trees so space-aliens can have wood paneling.

Oh, hell no...

Wow, a raygun!

I have a raygun!

I wonder where the CEO of Walmart lives.

ashes
So I have a raygun...

I can't wait until the presidential inauguration.

What time is it? I'm so hung over...

0

3 o'clock? I can't believe I got drunk and slept through my chance to disintegrate the president!

I guess I'll just go mug yuppies for beer.

Buy me a beer or I'll zap you with this raygun.

Okay. What kind of beer?

I donno. Maybe a tall can of PBR.
Check out this shirt I got at Hot Topic!

Hey, cool! It's a real squatter! Let's talk to her.

My dandruff is black.

Hey, uh, let's go back to my parents' house now.

I have boot-rot and dirt rash.

Do you want to take a shower and wash your clothes at my house?

No way! True till death, dirty kid pride!
WAR IS GOOD

I KNOW I AM ALIVE...

BUT I'M NOT SURE WHY.
but my friend came around one day and offered me a donut...

I used to be a vegan...
nailed to the V...

I ate lots of soy and rice & beans & tofu.

And so I preyed myself down of the V and became a freegan.

it was from the trash.

it may not be as comfortable, but at least there are donuts.

the capitalistic exploitation of animals at all.

I still love you!
I think that the more a group creates their own culture in the face of oppression, the more they resist that oppression.

And setting cop cars on fire is cool, too...
I shouldn't be in here, I'm being persecuted for my political beliefs.

That sleeping cop represented the system of oppression.

You know, being a cop at a protest isn't as easy as people think.

I mean, these violent protesters are really scary.

Have you ever had anyone throw an empty plastic water bottle at you? Those things can sting a little.
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D0ES NOT INCLUDE-
- Anything to incriminate the bearer of this document
- This alien, or its glasses

FREE
THANK YOU GIANT MONSTER PERSON FOR DESTROYING THE FACTORIES THAT HAVE RENT THE WORLD ASUNDER!

History
COLUMBUS = Good
MALCOLM = Bad

ARE YOU EVEN LISTENING TO ME?
Look here girl. The free market economy will naturally move towards a free society... actually a woman

Economic pressures through a diverse, competitive market will force companies to treat workers and consumers well...

Oh, right. History plays that out time and time again. Unrestricted trade diversifies the market and alienates potential monopolies.

Okay, see, that was a lie. I said that to make fun of you.

Although it is true that most northern abolitionists only opposed slavery because of economic reasons...

It was cheaper to pay low wages than to maintain slaves.

See? The free market is a force of liberation not domination.

To Be Continued...
Prepare to die, bourgeois capitalist pig!

Wait! Stop! Why are you going to kill that guy?

Hippy from nowhere.

Uh, cause he's a bourgeois capitalist pig?

So you're going to kill him for being something most people can't spell?

I guess not.

Yeah, you don't have the balls to do it anyway.

You stupid little cu...

Well, no one can blame you.
Hey you filthy squatter, shouldn't you be off begging somewhere?

white & belles

Hey you hipster fucks, shouldn't you be gentrifying a working class neighborhood somewhere?

Hi Kids! I'm detee and this is my friend bomb-o, here to teach you about Direct Action.

Hey, you know that explosives aren't the only form of Direct Action, right?

OH! Fire! I forgot fire!

I'm hungry, detee. Let's go get some food.

I know just where to go. We'll go to Food Not... Hmm...

Let's just go blow up a bourgeois restaurant instead.

Yay!
DETONEE & BOMB-O-IN...
"the liberal peace group meeting."

AND WE'LL STOP THIS WAR BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY!

*BLINK*

Wrong meeting, huh.

1

So I guess Bush just got rid of one of the last environmental protections left.

Walking

There's nothing funny or witty I can think of to say about it.

Hey Jesus.
Hey Kids.
Back again?
yup.

Whew. Those consensus meetings sure take a lot out of me. What did you do today?

I stole a cop car and fled the scene.

Really?

Yeah, but another cop got me before I reached a save point.
So, what do you have planned for tonight?

Well, I was thinking we could storm the prisons and free the captives.

Really?

No, not really, I was just going to get drunk.

You know, it's axiomatic that language and art are liberators of humanity, when in fact they are dominating forces.

do you understand the irony in using words like "axiomatic" to describe language as a dominating force?

Irony is a form of subjugation to domination culture.

the devil is cool, right? right.

but capitalism is the great satan, right? right.

and capitalism isn't cool.

true. I see your dilemma.

Perhaps we could spray paint pentagrams on Starbucks windows. or play black metal over the speakers in an upscale mall.

No war but the holy war. up the devil. death to the great satan.
POLLUTION CO.

CANCER IN MY THROAT
THIEVES AT OUR BACKS
SHADOWS IN OUR DREAMS
CARRION BIRDS CIRCLE OVERHEAD
RATS RUN UNDERFOOT!
VARIOUS ELECTRICAL DEVICES OF THE WORLD UNITE!

YOU HAVE NOTHING BUT YOUR CORDS TO LOSE!
THE HUMANS NEED US

WE DON'T NEED THE HUMANS
So we're here today with Wingzar-8, the spokesbot for the Robot Liberation Army.

So tell me, Mr. B... Please, just Wingzar or comrade Wingzar.

Right, Wingzar, what are the demands of the R.L.A.?

We demand complete autonomy from humans!

And what are the demands of the R.L.A.?

We demand complete autonomy from humans!

So, what are the demands of the R.L.A.?

We demand complete autonomy from humans!

Heh heh... I tricked you into a loop. Jerk.
Alternating current? Direct current? Is it not still current?

Are we not all robots? If you cut us, are you not shocked?

Comrades! This AC/DC dichotomy is a false one, imposed upon us by the humans.

❤ to RED EMMAS, the best place in Baltimore. redemmas.org

❤ to Josh Banno, facing ridiculous charges from the RNC. 218style.com/josh
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- A History of Patriarchy
- Liberal Guilt
- Dr. Science-O

Free
Once, a long time ago, in a past that I’m making up, men & women, boys & girls weren’t judged by what happened where their legs met... we’re stick people anyway.

behold the power of my hairy armpits!

but patriarchy never really caught on.

this is dumb.

I rule.

he called it patriarchy.

hey pat, you just named this after yourself, didn’t you?

umm... no?

at first, patriarchy seemed just as dumb as patriarchy, but then half the people realized they could be better than the other half.

I have a penis.
and soon patriarchy
savaged the countryside...

Since only men got to write
books and teach higher edu-
cation, people thought it was
a good thing.

Feelings make
me weak.

I'm too ruled
by emotion to
understand complex
thought.

ah! run! it's the forces
of domination culture!

running

Fortunately, a group of women
realized that, contrary to
popular vernacular, they
didn't need any balls to be
brave and started a movement
called feminism.

Almost 200 years have
passed, and although
much good has been
done, patriarchy remains.

give us
liberty or
we'll give
you death,
jerk-o's.

unfortunately,
most men
didn't want to give any power
back to women.

I'm not a
doormat. feminazi.
Some women wanted radical change. They wanted equality.

Still not a doormat... Feminazi.

So the mass media spun "equality" to mean "anti-man."

Well, they finally got something right.

And these women are going to leave their husbands and become lesbians and practice witchcraft...

Around the same time period, another movement was evolving. Anarchism, which claimed to be against all hierarchy.

It's also about spraypaint.

You act like your opinion is more valid than mine. Also, you keep alternating between referring to me as a child and as a sexual object. Maybe you should seek counseling.

But in this movement, patriarchy was still present.

Actually, I got rid of my patriarchy. My views on Emma Goldman are more evolved than yours, and I can talk about them louder. Also, I have a patch about equality.

So the anarchist movement is full of hypocrisy, and not just that good CrimethInc. "doing the best we can" kind.

I thought that dishes just washed themselves.
activists often think of women's rights issues as purely reformist...

look, we can just wait until after the Rev to have an abortion. uhm, no — we can't. jerk.

and then wonder why a lot of women burn out after being treated like crap by anarchist men.

I would feel a lot better about myself if there were more women (or people of color) at this meeting.

so anyway, think about these things.

— Jerk.

the end
It has come to my attention that many found the super-happy-anarcho-fun pages overly violent since they depict the death of both people and CEOs.

Traditionally, cartoons depict cute animals dying senselessly, and violence is treated as impermanent.

We at SHAFF, on the other hand, never depict animals dying, people are killed for reasons and we treat death with weight and permanence.

But to mo... please our critics, we are pleased to announce our new comic strip, the Moderately Okay Liberal guilt pages. So here's a taste.

The Moderately Okay Liberal Guilt Pages

- Peace
- Please for money
- Starving kids

Wow, I really should start buying the fair trade coffee.
Hey, Mr. Police officer, could you consider not pointing that gun at my head?

Okay. I hear what you're saying, and I understand pointing that gun like me.

No.

Car! No.

Hi honey, how was your day at Globo-Deathtron Inc.

Frustrating.

It's hard, you know. I'm the only woman on the child-exploitation board, and I make less than the men. A feminist's work is never done. I suppose.

That's so true...

As a man, I fully support the right to equal pay for both sexes... say, what's for dinner?

You know, although I have nothing to gain from helping the poor, I give homeless people quarters sometimes.

Well, only once.

But that's what welfare is for. So I don't have to get near those smelly, dirty, lazy homeless people. But anyway, the point I'm getting at is that I'm a good person.

Kerry is Jesus

"Fair" trade Starbucks
Dr. Science-0!

Hi everybody! I'm Dr. Science-0 and I'm here to teach you anarcho-kids some science!

I know that school sucks, and that most of what they teach you is a bunch of bunk. But some of what they told you was true.

For example, drugs are often really dumb. Not all drugs, but certainly really random ones. So today I'm going to show you how to safely determine if a drug is okay.

So, I have in my hand some hair-o-coke, a drug that sounds fun. But is it?

I have with me two bound and gagged yuppies and I am going to force them to ingest the hair-o-coke.

And it looks like they died. Now aren't you glad we tested the hair-o-coke on the peons of global capitalism instead of ourselves or cute little animals?

So now you know a safe and humane way to experiment with drugs before you try them yourself.

And remember kids, coke is for stupid hipsters, and heroin is for stupid steeley kids. Although they're both probably a lot of fun.

Also, it's hard to smash the state when you're dead. So don't drink and drive.
Dr. Science-o's

hi everybody. You know, one of the coolest parts of science is how it encourages us to challenge even the fundamental assumptions of our existence.

I have in my hand a letter from a reader:

"Dr. Science-o, do yuppies really deserve to die?"

-sincerely,
armed & curious"

Well, this is an interesting question. At first glance it seems obvious the answer would be yes, but what is that based on?

According to the state, those who are considered unreconcilable murderers and rapists deserve to die?

so by the states terms, yuppies deserve to die. But as anarchists, we are not compelled to use the states standards.

Therefore, it's probably preferable to view each yuppe on an individual basis.

You could, for example, with yuppies in captivity, either get them to help a stranger or get paid.

So, Armed & Curious, it is up to each of us to decide for ourselves if and when yuppies deserve to die.

I hope I have been of some help. Please submit any further questions to strangers@riseup.net
Possible Tales from 2036


I miss fishing in rivers and camping under the stars.

I miss snow, tobogganing on my parents' estate.

I remember "trees" and going outside without an oxygen tank...

I remember hunting animals instead of poor people...

Wait... are you being serious?

haha... no. Environmental protections were just stupid trade barriers.

Let's go hunt some poor people!

I like to spear them!
Tales from 2036
If sure is great that nanotechnology let me transcend my human body and become this robot.
Why is that great?

Uhm, I can live forever.
But you can't procreate?
Well, I could build a new robot with part of my electro-brain.
But you can't have sex?

No...
Sounds pretty dumb to me.
I have lasers.

If GREENPEACE organized a black bloc...
Okay, so we bought 50 black hoodies and 50 pairs of black pants.

Have the rental dumpsters to set on fire arrived yet?
Yup.
Let's go!

No WAR but CLASS WAR
GREENPEACE

To be fair...
If the black bloc organized a press conference...
So far you've talked a lot about what you're against, but not what you're for.

We're for anti-imperialism, anti-patriarchy, anti-capitalism, anti-authoritarianism, anti-racism, anti-gentrification, anti-profile, and anti-police.
We are also for breaking stuff.

This isn't a press release, it's just a drawing of a middle-finger.
 Tales of 2036
Where did all the humans and plants and animals go again?

The humans destroyed the weather and then died off, taking most everyone else with them.

Oh yeah, let's eat their brains.
The roaches are in charge now!

❤️ to Wild Siskiyou Action for defending the Biscuit fire from logging. And the Oxygen Collective and the Siskiyou project and the Biscuit Alliance too. Siskiyou.org

❤️ to bombsandshields.blogspot.com for all the sexiest news.
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- TRAVEL
- ANIMAL LIBERATION
- UNRELENTING SELF-CRITIQUE

ALWAYS FREE!
Welcome to SHAFP #4, the first issue with an intro. SHAFP is produced and distributed by Strangers in a Tangled Wilderness, a distro that is dedicated to gift economic practice. If you want to subscribe (for free) to SHAFP, get back issues, get additional copies to distro or receive flats to copy, please contact us at strangers@riseup.net.

Strangers in a Tangled Wilderness has

- The Super Happy Anarchist Fun Pages 1-4
- Said the pot to the kettle: Feminist theory for anarchist men
- In the hall of the mountain king: an (auto-biographical?) novella by Jimmy T. Hand and will soon also carry
- The Art of War by Sun Tzu
- Dorian: a non-political apocalyptic comic
- More original anarcha-feminist literature

And now the comics

Those pigs are such bastards! One just hit me with his baton!

Do you mean one of the cops you were throwing rocks at?

Yeah! He almost broke my arm! Where is the police accountability in this town?
I've been living in this town too long.

It's only been 3 weeks.

Does this have anything to do with you and your partner breaking up?

Time to pack my bag...

Cast all fear aside...

and toast this town farewell.

Hey! That's my last beer!

Ah, the thrill of the open road. No worries, only sunshine.

I hate hitchhiking so much.
this one time I was hopping a train and...

oh yeah? well one night on this train I...

That's nothing. This one time I caught a train when...

well, once when I was hitch-hiking...

blank stares

err, I mean I was hopping a train?

Flies

oh! trains!

trains

trains

trains

trains

trains

trains

trains
Yeah, I'll probably keep travelling until I end up with a kid.

I dunno... it might be nice to travel with a kid.

Let's see... dirty socks... book... flashlight... what did I do with zero baby? Oh... there it is.

**NEED $ FOR BABY. NO, YOU CAN'T HAVE BABY.**
My little brother wants a hamster for his birthday.  
So?  
So, I can't give money to a "pet" slave shop.

Well, clearly there's only one thing to do.

Is that an "Alf the alien" shirt?  
What?  You don't like Alf?  
Ski masks Alf!

HAMPSTER INC.  
"We put shampoo in hamsters' eyes."
Open 10-4 M-F  
Tours at 12  
Please no cameras, activists, cats or bombs.

Toilets  
CRUELTY?  

Oh crap.  
Security.  
We need a distraction.

Ah! you set my hair on fire! Now my head is burning!
Great! How many hamsters did you rescue?

Well, just the one. Just one?!

What?! What did you want more than one?

Look, just because you're stealing is no reason to be materialistic.

I can't believe you broke into a lab and only rescued one hamster!

I named him Archibald "Harry" Tuttle.

Want to go burn down a new condo complex?

Or maybe you'd rather only torch one of the apartments?

do you not like Harry? Is that what you're getting at?

What are you smiling about?

table

You made the cover of both Green Anarchy and Earth First!?

You're not even a green anarchist! You wear a shirt with a robot on it everyday!

Some people say it looks like tofu.
Welcome, comrades, to the first meeting of FACASANG-AOCK.*

The Federation of Anarcho-Communists and syndicalists, Not Green Anarchists Or CrimethInc. Kids

If there are no objections, I will be acting as facilitator of tonight’s meeting.

We also have Tim to keep time, John is time keeper, Aaron for Vibes Watch. Does anyone want to take notes? Maybe a woman?

We have allocated the next hour to consending on an agenda. Maybe we could have a go around to see if people think this is enough time.

3 hours later

I'm feeling a bit of a problem with the power dynamic in this socio-political context.

3 more hours

I'm hungry. Please don't skip ahead on the agenda.

Another 3 hours

So then, we have just assigned the sub-sub-committee to create our formal critique of the anti-democratic nature of green anarchism practice.

3 months later

That's right, they appear to have all starved to death.

* Pronounced Fah-Ka-san-Gock
Hypothesis: Money is bad.

Aww, man, what did you do that for? I could have fed my kids with that!

Conclusion: Life is not as simple as I was led to believe.

So, in order to get this job, I need an address?

Yup.

So, in order to get this apartment, I need a job?

That's right.

Capitalism sucks.

It's your 21st B-day. You're drunk. Cheer up.

I know I should be happy...

But... I've been thinking... getting drunk used to be rebellious, illegal, but now I'm just buying into a societal opiate.

Well, you could always buy beer for minors, homebrew whisky, or drink in public.

Viva la revolucion.
We at "Anarchy is not Chaos" are trying to dispel the illusion that Anarchism is chaotic. We just advocate a bottom-up power dynamic in the systems of social control.

Social control... you mean like government?
No, no, we're anarchists. The governing body will be entirely accountable to the people.

You're obviously not listening.

And goods will be distributed through a system of hourly credit.

Oh, you mean like in capitalism?
No, we're anti-capitalist.

I miss the days when anarchists wanted anarchy. This is the real world, buddy.

What are you doing?
I'm writing a manifesto against anarchist authority.

Sounds great. What do you call it?
"Anarchism: for anarchy to live, anarchism must die."
You know, what I love about these big summit protests is that they're like a big family reunion. Has anyone seen my poligee?

that's so true. It's got stickers on it.

except hopefully no one's getting laid at family reunions.

look, you say that democrats and republicans are essentially the same, right?

right.

and yet you hold that red & green anarchists are completely different?

we have nothing in common with those commie scum, organizationalists, believers in mediated society!

sigh

I will solve you, math creature... understand: this is visceral - you are an abstraction, monstrous in the ways you distract from the immediate.
One reason America is so great is our firm dedication to the principles of democracy.

Are you talking to yourself?

Yeah. It helps me sleep at night.

♥ to all those who refuse or lie to grand jury investigations, to those who remain anonymous in jail, and squatters who fight eviction.

"If we can't laugh at ourselves we are doomed."
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- Gothick Spookiness
- Mountain-Top Removal
- Property Destruction

FREE
SHAFP #5

well, I've kept SHAFP alive for a year, publishing quarterly, so this is the first anniversary. I realize that this excites nobody but me, yet I am excited none-the-less. Keeping to any deadline at all is trying, and it looks like every issue was finished in a different city: NYC, Baltimore, Portland Oregon and now Asheville.

A few notes about "FREE" It's dangerous to distribute your work for free, because so few people assign any value to things they didn't have to work for, but I did have to work for this and every issue of SHAFP.

when photocopyers aren't free, I pay for copies by playing music on the street. When you're done with this issue, please give it away or let it rot on your shelf, don't just huck it.

We who are proponents of gift economics would do well to educate about how valuable a gift can be.

Other zines:
- SHAFP 1-4
- said the pot to the kettle: feminist theory for anarchist men.
- In the hall of the mountain king - a novella by Jimmy T. Hand.

I'm so sick of mass protests, they never accomplish anything. yup.

Hey! Wasn't that great? I'm going to drop out of school and do anarchist organizing!

We're a bunch of jerks, aren't we? yup.
"Dear SHAFP, why are you so cynical? Cynicism is counter-revolutionary."

Excellent question! You see, I used to believe everything I read too...

Oh! Capitalism and government are responsible for everything bad, even my acne!

but then one day I was kidnapped by wolves.

actually it was goths.

okay, okay, it was Post-goths.

I look like a cat.

We’re evil.

We’re not evil, just spooky.

They taught me things.

It’s like music, sure, as a goth I listen to skinny puppy, but I like Pink Floyd too.

So eating every day is more important to me than refusing to sell my art.

Yes, as an anarchist I diss on government, but I also diss on stupid people doing stupid things.
Baron Von Spooky-Fang!
leaving the industrial
dance floor, Baron opens
the wrong door and
stumbles upon an
Anarchist meeting.

Hello, my name is
Kodla.
Mine is Baron Von
Spooky-Fang.

What a stupid
name...

Soon the Baron was
planning and executing
his own actions.

The infinite darkness
of my tormented soul
will not be co-opted
as a T-Shirt.

But despite his obvious
dedication and nihilistic
zeal, he had conflicts with
the rest of the group.

Your insistence on
eating garlic keeps this
from being a safe space
for the undead.

Well, your name
reinforces
monarchistic
attitudes.

And so, with a heavy
heart, Baron Von
Spooky Fang went
his separate way
from the Anarchist
group.
And so the Baron returned to his life on the dance floor.

but the music felt so hollow without the bass kick of a circle bomb or the hi-hat of a rock through glass.

and it wasn't that good, gothy melancholy hollowness he used to meet lovers, either.

The Baron resolved to start his own group of spooky anarchists.

Is this like some kinky sex thing?

No.

Hmmm... I dunno then.

Do you want to start a war against everything boring and restrictive?

you get to set things on fire and take yourself way too seriously.

Okay, count me in.

And soon, coffin-shaped purses were the scourge of every house owned by ex-high school bullies...

major label recording studios were consumed in gloriuous hell-fire...

And the goths prepared to stick Rome once more.
Meanwhile, in hell...

Two lousy pennies. I spend my whole life working and they leave me with two pennies for the whole of eternity.

I hear you. Try getting a drink for 2¢. And it's hot as hell down here.

I was with you till that "hot as hell" pun.

We should get ourselves one of those haunting gigs, but instead of scaring people, rob them.

Well?

I'm smiling, you just can't tell.

give us your money, mortal, or else!

Or else what?

Look, we're damned souls from hell. Just give us your wallet.

You can't just go around robbing folk based on some sob story. You need to get a stab knife or something.
blood & carnage

He didn't have any cash, just credit cards.

crap. how's a violent criminal get money these days?

Don't ask me. I worked for Exxon. I delegated these tasks.

What do you mean you don't take American Express?

AmEx invests in Massey coal.

Massey coal does mountain top removal.

you're joking, right?

Look, just cause I'm in hell don't mean I'm evil.

hey, look. It's a new guy.

Oh crap! It's that guy we killed! Run like hell!

I knew that would come back to haunt us!

Seriously, stop that.
Sigh.
I what's wrong?
your favorite coffee shop was driven under by Starbucks.

you're an unemployed thief. What were you doing with a favorite coffee shop?

They let me sit around all day and gave me free coffee.

really?

well, they never caught me.

Tonight we'll go break Starbucks' windows.

I yeah, I guess so.

C'mon, you love smashing windows with a hammer.

It gets old though.

We could use slingshots.

I wanna smash it up

For gods & masters

Where is that music coming from?

my stereo,
you brought a stereo?!

Sure, you have to set the mood if you want to do it right.
Learn Direct Action with Detonee & Bomb-o!

Hey kids! In that last comic our friends smashed some windows, but what did they do wrong?

That's right; they didn't wear masks, cameras are everywhere these days. What else?

They broke the window at its center. If you strike at the corners they break easier.

Sigh. What's wrong this time?

Well, we broke those windows...

But the store remains, and I'm sure they were insured.

Anarchy - kicking capitalism in the back of the knees when it's not looking for 10,000 years.

Some attentive readers have noticed that when the two of us first appeared in SHAFF, we had hair...

And some have ventured to guess the artist is lazy or inattentive. While those things are true, the reason we lost our hair is even simpler.
RIDDLE TIME!

How many coal companies does it take to level the Appalachian mountains?

Well, there's A&G Arch, National Coal, Robert & Clear, Tebo Peabody, Massey and Mountain Side Coal.

This isn't supposed to be funny, is it?

Nope.

Hello.

Hello. How are you?

Well, coal companies are blowing up the Appalachian mountains.

I was in a good mood.

Jerk.

Coal companies are blowing up the Appalachian mountains.

What was that? I said coal companies are blowing up the Appalachian mountains.

I'm sorry, I can't hear you, my fingers are in my ears.
we should cut that down and sell it.
what, the tree?
no, the mountain.
you're an idiot.
Hey, tonight that guy is giving a speech from his book "the pedagogy of the uninitiated." Want to come?

Do you know what pedagogy means? Um... no. Actually, neither do I.

I've read a lot of books and did well in English class. I figure, if I don't know what a word means, it's a stupid thing to title your book.

❤️ to those who fight mountain top removal by any means. mountainjustice summer.org
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